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Abstract. Audience complete action immersion sensation is still the ultimate
goal of the multimedia industry. In spite of the significant technical audiovi-
sual advances that enable more realistic contents, coping with individual audi-
ence needs and desires is still an incomplete achievement. The proposed project’s
intention is to solve this issue through enabling real-time dynamic multimedia
storylines with emotional subconscious audience interaction. Individual emoti-
onal state assessment is accomplished by direct access to online biometric in-
formation. Recent technologic breakthroughs have enabled the usage of minimal
invasive biometric hardware devices that no longer interfere with the audience
immersion feeling. Other project’s key module is the conceptualization of a dy-
namic storyline multimedia content system with emotional metadata, responsible
for enabling discrete or continuous storyline route options. The unifying unit is
the definition of the full-duplex communication protocol. The current stage of
research has already produced a spin-off product capable of providing computer
mouse control through electromyography and has identified key factors in human
emotions through experiments conducted in the developed system’s architecture
that have enabled semi-automatic emotion assessment.

1 Introduction

Although multimedia contents are becoming constantly more complex and seemlier to
reality, enabling a greater action immersion sensation, the primitive absolute need of
achieving a perfect match between audiovisual contents and the audience desires is still
present and constitutes the main key to the industry success.

The immediate solution of giving the audience the direct power to explicitly interact
with multimedia system is, in many cases, impossible and in the others completely or
partial shreds the desired immersion. Simultaneously, there have been recent serious
efforts in the biometry field that have conducted to hardware economic democratization
enabling several I&D projects in the area. A substantial number of these projects focus
their attention on affections and emotional states detection.

The alliance between the multimedia contents choice possibility that enables the
audience to individually presence what desires and accurate emotional states detection



systems leads to subconscious individual interaction between the audience and the mul-
timedia control system, potentiating the perfect match between content and individual
audience desires.

The proposed project intends to use minimal invasive devices capable of extracting
biometric readings from individuals, in order to detect and classify human emotional
states, with the primary objective of enabling subconscious interaction with multime-
dia systems, in order to increase matches between audiovisual contents and audience
desires. As described and justified in the next subsection, several other objectives are
also identified and presented. This project definition enables the constitution of rich
primary field of application and, by its nature, opens several secondary research oppor-
tunities. With this in mind, one may perfectly decompose the project’s objectives into
two distinct categories:

– Direct Objective Goals: these are the main issues’ solutions for what the project
was designed for. These objectives are to be accomplished by the development of
the presented project;

– Potential Collateral Effects: in this category all identified potential secondary appli-
cations are considered. These optional extra goals are reachable with none or minor
modifications to the original project.

The main project goal consists in developing a fully functional real-time dynamic
storyline multimedia system with the user interaction – specifically the storyline flow
decision – being effectuated at a subconscious level through emotional assessment. This
major objective breaks out into smaller manageable units, each one is closely related
to a particular project module. The first minor objective, in terms of dimension, is the
concretization of the emotion assessment module. This system unit must be able to per-
form real-time biometric data analysis and therefore classify the current user emotion.
The realization of this key module involves the necessity of access, process and store
data from a great diversity of biometric equipments – in order to enable module high
flexibility levels – as well as the adoption of a standard universal data format. Also
within this module, it is of great importance the definition and implementation of a
complete, yet efficient, database design and the respective load/extraction abstraction
layer. Another key project module is the one regarding the conceptualization and im-
plementation of dynamic storyline multimedia contents. This system unit is responsible
for enabling discrete or continuous storyline route options – in a full computer genera-
ted environment options are virtually endless but storyline routes are limited in a real
life footage. Other objective of this module is the implementation of a emotion-related
multimedia metadata layer in order to more effectively choose the most appropriated
contents. The final key goal is definition of an efficient, reliable, standard, flexible and
universal communication protocol between the previously referred two main modules.

Considering the second objective category, one must refer to the identified project’s
secondary applications. One of these is the possible usage of the emotion assessment
subsystem to a wide variety of medical and psychiatric procedures. An accurate emo-
tion classifier would enable more rigorous psychiatric diagnosis as well as would be an
efficient tool in monitoring the patient evolution. If the virtual environment engine is
accoplated to the emotion assessment subsystem, the whole software can also be used



as a treatment option. A more generalized medical application might be continuous pa-
tient emotional monitoring. This approach would enable critical environment emotion
variables identification which would conduct to their efficient manipulation in order to
potentiate positive emotional responses by the patients. Another secondary goal is the
adaptation of the emotion assessment subsystem to extreme minimal invasive hardware
solutions in order to enable its usage in the direct publicity field. The main objective
would be to adapt publicity content and presentation to the individual target’s emotio-
nal state. A global application of this approach is rather complex due to the variety of
places where people are confronted with publicity contents. For instance, in a theater it
would be possible to apply the original solution with none or minimal changes but in
an outdoor electronic billboard individual emotional assessment would be much more
difficult and ought to be done only by video images analysis. A third alternative ap-
plication is the system’s adaptation to the videogame and virtual environment industry.
This adaptation has a lower complexity level than the previous one due to the system
user’s controlled environment and intrinsic culture. Videogame users usually accept
well the introduction of game play enhancement technologic hardware add-ons. The
key concept of this approach is the reuse of the emotion assessment subsystem – with
few minor adaptations in order to be able to accommodate distinct hardware inputs – to
feed the game engine with the detected user’s emotions so that the game action would
be able to evolve according, allowing a greater immersion sensation. Optionally, the
virtual environment module could be used to autonomously generate virtual scenarios,
once again in harmony with the user’s emotional state.

In conclusion, the project has two subsets of objectives that completely specify its
domain and, simultaneously, are able to generalize it into diverse secondary fields of
application. The current document is organised as follows: in the next section the state
of the art is described, the project’s description and architecture is depicted in section 3,
the project’s results are detailed further and the final section is reserved for conclusion’s
extraction and expected outcome presentation.

2 State of the Art

Regarding the project nature, this section is structured in two wide components, na-
mely, emotional state classification based on biological data and dynamic interactive
multimedia systems.

Considering the first theme, since the beginning of the last century that there have
been efforts to correlate biological signals to emotional states [1]. The most traditional
approaches are based on the standard polygraph where physiological variables such as
blood pressure, pulse, respiration and skin conductivity are recorded in order to detect
different levels of anxiety. Although the polygraph lie detection accuracy is arguable,
the fact that it is an efficient tool to detect basic emotional states, specially individual
related, anxiety levels, is not.

The human brain always performance an almost hypnotic attraction to several re-
search fields, so in 1912, the Russian physiologist, Vladimir Vladimirovich Pravdich-
Neminsky published the first EEG[2] and the evoked potential of the mammalian. This
discover was only possible due to previous studies of Richard Caton that thirty years



earlier presented his findings about electrical phenomena of the exposed cerebral he-
mispheres of rabbits and monkeys. In the 1950s, the english physician William Grey
Walter developed an adjunct to EEG called EEG topography which allowed for the
mapping of electrical activity across the surface of the brain. This enjoyed a brief pe-
riod of popularity in the 1980s and seemed especially promising for psychiatry. It was
never accepted by neurologists and remains primarily a research tool.

Due to the medical community skepticism, EEG, in clinical use, it is considered
a gross correlate of brain activity [3]. In spite of this reality, recent medical research
studies [4][5] have been trying to revert this scenario by suggesting that increased cor-
tical dynamics, up to a certain level, are probably necessary for emotion functioning
and by relating EEG activity and heart rate during recall of emotional events. Similar
efforts, but using invasive technology like ECoG have enable complex BCI like playing
a videogame or operating a robot.

Some more recent studies have successfully used just EEG information for emo-
tion assessment [6]. These approaches have the great advantage of being based on
non-invasive solutions, enabling its usage in general population in a non-medical en-
vironment. Encouraged by these results, the current research direction seems to be the
addition of other inexpensive, non-invasive hardware to the equation. Practical exam-
ples of this are the introduction of GSR and oximeters by Takahashi [7] and Chanel et
al[8]. The sensorial fusion, enabled by the conjugation of different equipments, have
made possible to achieve a 40% accuracy in detecting six distinct emotional states and
levels of about 90% in distinguishing positive from negative feelings. These results in-
dicate that using multi-modal bio-potential signals is feasible in emotion recognition
[7].

There also have been recorded serious commercial initiatives regarding automatic
minimal-invasive emotion assessment. One of the most promising ones is being develo-
ped by NeuroSky, a startup company headquarted in Silicon Valley, which has already
granted five million dollars, from diverse business angels, to perform research activities
[9]. There are two cornerstone modules, still in the prototyping phase, yet already in
the market. The first is the ThinkGear module with Dry-Active sensor, that basically is
the product hardware component. Its main particularity resides in the usage of dry ac-
tive sensors that do not use contact gels. Despite the intrinsic value of this module, the
most innovative distinct factor is the eSense Algorithm Library that is a powerful sig-
nal processing unit that runs proprietary interpretation software to translate biosignals
into useful logic commands. As previously referred it is still a cutting edge technology,
still in a development stage, nevertheless it has proven its fundamental worth through
participation in several game conferences[10].

More recently, a different approach was presented by Hitachi[11], nevertheless with
promising results. Hitachi has tested a brain-machine interface that allows users to ma-
nipulate switches with their mind. The system is based on optical topography – near
infrared light is used to measure changes in blood hemoglobin concentrations in the
brain – to recognize the changes in brain blood flow associated with mental activity and
translate those changes into voltage signals for controlling external devices. This tech-
nology has been used for two years to enable seriously disabled people to communicate.



As an intermediate project subject, one must refer to biological data format defi-
nition. This topic is particularly important to this project due to the absolute necessity
of accessing, recording and processing, eventually in a distributed system, data which
origin may vary from multiple hardware solutions. The European Data Format – EDF
– is a simple digital format supporting the technical aspects of exchange and storage of
polygraphic signals. This format dates from 1992 and ,nowadays, is a widely accepted
standard for exchange of electroencephalogram and polysomnogram data between dif-
ferent equipment and laboratories [12]. This data format’s implementation is simple and
independent of hardware or software environments and has the peculiarity of enabling
both XML and raw text definition. This duality is especially important if there is any
computing power limitations and/or interoperability is a project requirement. Although
the unquestionable positive points of EDF, hardly accommodates other investigations
topics. In order to overcome this critical hurdle, EDF+ is presented in 2003 as a more
flexible but still simple format which is compatible to EDF that can not only store an-
notations but also electromyography, evoked potentials, electroneurography, electrocar-
diography and many more types of investigations. Its authors believe that EDF+ offers
a format for a wide range of neurophysiological investigations which can become a
standard within a few years [10].

Considering the second project subject – dynamic interactive multimedia systems –
one must, regarding the whole project expected outcome, refer to the necessity of the
existence of a emotional multimedia metadata layer. This is also a global concern as
it is a very active W3C research topic. Recent studies point to distinct directions but
almost all use, directly or indirectly, the MPEG7 standard. Most of these projects in-
tend to use MPEG7, with or without extensions, to embody the semantic representation
of multimedia contents, specially audiovisual ones [13][14][15]. Other research lead
points to MPEG7 replication into ontologies in order to improve application interope-
rability [16], and there are also projects that bet on developing new ontologies for the
effect [17]. There also have been identified some, still fragile, efforts to automatically
register and classify audiovisual content regarding its emotional correlation [18]. Sum-
marizing this topic, one must say that in spite of the diversity of research leads, the most
strong ones are located in using MPEG7 to register multimedia content semantics and,
therefore, emotional state relations.

On the pure interactive multimedia systems domain, one must refer to the growing
immersion sensation provided to the audience by several factors in diverse fields. As
examples of this statement one must consider the success of new generation videogame
consoles that have boosted audiovisual quality and brought new interaction paradigms.
In spite of these advances, the mainstream entertainment industry has not changed the
storyline linearity yet, but some promising research projects are trying to alter this
reality. In this domain, one must refer to Glorianna Davenport’s MIT Interactive Ci-
nema Group [19] that have been focusing its efforts on formal structures, construction
methods, and social impact of highly distributed motion video stories. Another recent
interesting project is the apartment drama, 15-minute interactive story called Façade
[20], where two virtual characters powered by artificial intelligence techniques, allow
them to change their emotional state in fairly complicated ways in response to the con-
versational English being typed in by the human player.



MAgentA[21] is another interesting project in the interactive multimedia systems
domain. Although it is a rather domain centered project as it is an agent that automa-
tically composes background music in real-time using the emotional state of the envi-
ronment within which it is embedded. The authors proclaim that the goal is to generate
a film-like music output for a virtual environment emphasizing the dramatic aspects
of such environment. In spite of the promising results, the agent architecture is rather
simplistic as it chooses the music composition among several stored in a given database.

In summary, the current cutting edge projects’ results are extremely promising in
what concerns to the project domain and expected outcome.

3 Project’s Description

In this section, the project methodology, techniques and architecture are presented and
justified. Whenever it was felt necessary, distinct project modules were decomposed
into smaller units and their purposes explained.

Due to the essence of the described project problem and the author’s scientific back-
grounds, considering the investigation motivation, it is clearly problem-oriented, were
the domain hurdles are firstly presented and suitable techniques for solving them are
used and conjugated. This project is also characterized by a strong prescriptive compo-
nent by not being contained by simple phenomenon description and prediction but by
suggesting and applying formats, protocols and processes to specific conditions. Sum-
marizing, the described project is robustly anchored in an engineering investigation
approach.

As previously detailed, the whole project has three major steps. While the last two
are eminently technical, the first one is extremely multifaceted, involving software and
hardware questions but especially human related factors, social acceptance issues and
medical knowledge, tools and procedures. For these reasons, the author chose two dis-
tinct investigation techniques, in order to cope with the project dynamics. For the most
technical modules, engineering based investigation techniques will be used, while in
the first step it is predictable a sensible blend between this and a positivist approach.
These decisions are to better understood along the next paragraphs where the project
work plan is described and its stages and modules presented.

– Project Prototype: As detailed in subsection 4, a domain limited project prototype
was developed with two MSc students. The prototype’s main goal is to be an ef-
fective proof of concept in what concerns to efficient and reliable online biologic
signal processing;

– Module A: It constitutes the project prototype’s natural extension. Its main objec-
tive is to achieve real-time effective human emotional state assessment based on
biologic signals;

– Module B: The second project module consists in developing both continuous and
discrete content interactive environments. A collateral effect is the definition of a
flexible emotional metadata layer in order to anticipate module integration;

– Module C: The final module reflects the concerns related to full-scale practical sys-
tem integration and usage. Issues like communication protocol, physical network
infrastructure and content delivery to individual spectator are treated;



Fig. 1. System’s Global Architecture

As visible in figure 1, the system’s global architecture contemplates the implemen-
tation of the enunciated modules in a closed information loop. As multimedia content
is presented to the user, a flexible set of biometric data is collected in real-time – in
the current stage of research, the prototype contemplates the integration of information
produced by an EEG, Oximeter and a GSR. This data is collected by one or several
computers equipped with specific developed drivers that afterwards enable their remote
communication with geographical disperse machines.

In the present configuration, several client applications, one per equipment, are hos-
ted at a central server that is responsible for accessing the described data tools. Once
this access is performed, data collected is subject of pre-processing and used for several
purposes. One of these is real-time biological signals monitorization and after a deeper
processing and analysis, the collected data is intended to be stored for posterior access
and record and input for the emotion assessment unit. According to the emotion clas-
sification, the next multimedia content, picked from the emotion-layered multimedia
catalogue, is presented to the initial user, hence completing the system’s loop.

4 Results

In order to anticipate the project full implementation, a subset of the original project
prototype was designed and proposed as thesis for the Masters in Electronic and Com-
puter Engineering - branch of Telecommunications - and two students were selected.
Both are under the supervision of the authors have started their research. The project
is intended to finish in the next couple of months is designed to be segmented into the
following stages:

– Biometric equipment procurement;
– Adoption, adaptation or complete definition of an universal intermediate biometric

data format;
– Development, adaptation or reuse of selected equipment drivers;
– Definition and development of a database capable of acquire, clean and process

data from the equipments, in real-time;



– Design and implementation of a very simple free theme multimedia application that
has at least one functionality partial or totally controlled through the reading and
analysis of one or more user’s biometric variable;

– Integration, test and vertical component validation with performance of full scale
experiments;

This prototype is a small subset of the global project, embodies some redundant tasks
and predicts some others not passable of being reused, but one must keep present that
this prototype is simultaneously and clearly an effort to anticipate full-scale issues and
provide a solid test bed for hypothesis and approaches.

The project prototype is already in an fairly advanced stage, once that all predefi-
ned tasks had been successfully completed. For instance, the biometric hardware pro-
curement was completed and three distinct equipments had been purchased: Neurobit
Lite, OxiCard and Thoughtstream GSR. While the first enables brain electrical activity
(EEG) measuring, the second is a truly portable pulse oximeter capable of measuring
both pulse rate and blood oxygen saturation. Also during the prototype execution, a
universal biometric data format was defined. This data format was translated both into
a XML Schema and the correspondent relational database one. Although this topic is
still a work in progress subject, it constituted a major breakthrough by enabling flexible
data collection and efficient storage.

Despite the importance of the referred items, one must say that the most important
step for the prototype success resided in the definition of a completely flexible mo-
dule communication protocol. By adapting the distributed equipment C++ drivers into
contained standardized TCP\IP servers, not only hardware integration was possible,
but it was done with extremely high levels of flexibility and all third-party code was
encapsulated and contained at a specific physical and logical location. This architec-
ture enables easy addition of other future equipments, programming language complete
independence, and measured data efficient distribution.

One major project’s achievement is the implementation of the application that has
at least one functionality partial or totally controlled through the reading and analysis of
one or more user’s biometric variable. Nevertheless, at the present, this proof of concept
application is already capable of triggering both right mouse click and drag action by
detecting the blink of a user’s eye. The hit ratio of blink detection is near 90% for a
trained user and about 60% for others. For these last ones, the hit ratio declines due to
false positives derived from rapid head movements or other muscular contractions[22].
This technology is already protected through intellectual and industrial propriety and
waits full patent recognitions. In parallel, there have been some promising contacts
regarding the commercialization of this product for disabled people by an international
company.

Another successful practical outcome resides in the results of a study that had used
the project’s architecture as test bed to perform emotion assessment key factors dis-
covery tests[23]. The conducted sessions not only demonstrated that gender and high
frequency EEG signals are key factors in this area but also, in a collateral way, demons-
trated the reliability and efficiency of the global system and its architecture.

Summarizing this subsection, one must say that, at the submission date, a full-
functional project prototype is designed and implemented; one spin-off technology was



developed, recognized, protected and in a near future it shall be commercialized and
through the usage of the defined prototype, some project’s thesis have been tested and
demonstrated.

5 Conclusions

Having in mind the ideas depicted in section 3 and the results presented in the previ-
ous section, one shall state that, despite the project’s novelty, it is already possible to
see clear pratical thrilling results. Due to the project’s broad spectrum, the current exis-
tence of a spin-off technology is not a full surprise and lets one guess that the odds of
appearing more products as research side-effects are more than encouraging.

Another extremely positive feature is the complete definition and implementation
of the system’s architecture under the cloak of the project’s prototype. This has proved
to be reliable not only for the project’s intentions but also for performing as a test bed
for related experiments.

Summarizing, the project global expected outcome is to enable an individual spec-
tator/user to decide, at a subconscious level, based on real-time emotional assessment,
through online biological signals processing, the multimedia contents storyline, either
they are continuous or discrete.

Multiple application domains have been identified some interesting collateral appli-
cations of the presented original concept that have also constituted, per si, an expected
outcome. In this category, one shall consider system adaptations in order to accommo-
date psychiatric diagnosis and treatment procedures, either by simple emotional state
assessment or by complementing this feature with audiovisual adequate contents. Di-
rect marketing with emotional publicity contents applications is another possible field
of project domain generalization. Videogame related entertainment industry is also a
potential target with the introduction of emotional state information as an extra variable
for game play enhancement. Another expected adaptation is related to the one firstly
presented and consists in studying different human activities from the emotional point
of view, and it is believable to be an important contribute to diverse social sciences.

Although the project’s expected outcome is perfectly defined, there have been iden-
tified multiple fields of application that potentiate the domain of the project. This appa-
rent paradox enables its classification as a realistic broadband project with wide hori-
zons.
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